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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hello , this is Alex Tetteh- Lartey. And today we have news from Guinea and Guinea-Bissau 
- as wel l as from Mali and Uganda , in 'Arts and Africa ' . 

ACT'UALITY - amateur drama group in Uganda National Theatre singing 

TETI'EH-LARTEY 

A song from a drama production in Uganda ' s National Theatre in Kampala. These days 
there's no National Theatre Company - understandable after Uganda's recent turbulent 
history - but the National Theatre keeps its doors open for a host of amateur groups 
that provide entertainment for people in the Kampala ar ea . There is a nucleus of 
National Theatre members and at present their job is to encourage and advise this surge 
of interest in amateur dramatics. The National Theatre ' s resident Stage Director is 
Leonard Ondur and after he and Martin p.laut had watched a group in rehearsal he pointed 
out that it was only one of many. 

LEONARD ONDUR 

We have a total of 400 groups registered with the Ministry of Youth, Culture and Sports . 
So we are get ting our salaries from the tax payers ' pockets , so we give services to all 
these groups. Now as you can see it's very difficult to accorranodate them in this one 
theatre so we book them a weekend. So you will find that in the 52 weeks of the year , 
we can only accorrmodate 52 groups in here. so, for most of them, we would give them the 
services of guidance in production and then they would go out to various places like 
the churches, town halls and even under trees or in bars to put on a production in various 
places. 

MARTIN PLAUT 

And these 400 groups that you draw upon - they are just people who voluntarily come 
together, they want just to do plays? 

LEONARD ONDUR 

Amateur in the true sense. Most of them are teachers and some , the girls you see are 
schoolgirls. So they are all amateur in the true sense - they have what they do in 
their everyday life and they come together in the evening to look at a script, read and 
produce if they decide to produce. 

ACT'UALITY - singing into scene from rehearsal. 



2. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

And Leonard Ondur explains what we've been hear i ng. 

ONDUR 

The old man over there is a priest, who sort of agrees with the youngsters of these 
days that when you choose a partner, you should be given the opportunity to take him 
and marry him. But the father over there listens and of course the mother here agrees 
with the priest that it 's proper t hat when a young lady or a boy chooses a partner he 
should be left to take this partner. And that angers the fathe r over there so much 
that he gives up and beats up his wife for s iding with the young boys and girls of 
these modern days - a thing he's very much against. He feels that before they take 
marriage t hey ought to come and consult the older people so that a proper step is 
taken in traditional manner. So that i s the scuffle we've just seen. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

I must say the ' scuffle' sounded very well rehearsed to me . The group's direct or, 
Kizito Muwanga Lukka, a lso wrote the play - he translated the title into English as 
'Courage, My Motherland'. But he told Martin Plaut that , even with professional help, 
putting on a production is never an easy matter. 

KI Z I'ID MUWA1'-X3A LUKKA 

As we have the scripts , the first thing is to read the scripts and see what we understar 
After reading it, we study it. After studying i t, we start then producing, just part 
to part. When we finish it we call our professionals here from the National Theatre. 
They come and correct us, as far as they can. 

MARTIN PLAUT 

It seemed quite clear that although you had so many people in the play many of them 
had a very distinct character. Each of them had something to add to the whole play. 
Was it difficult to try to develop distinct characters for each different person? 

LUKKA 

It takes much time and practice in each and every part. It's me telling them what I 
would like them to do. I have to direct them as to what information I want to convey 
to my audience. SO I am the one to di rect the very person, you might be a teenager but 
now I want you to be a very old man who t alks like this, walks like this , looks like thi 
- act like this as an old man . You are now a young wanan, but maybe I want you to be 
an old woman. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

And there does seem to be a tremendous amount of energy and enthusiasm amongst these 
amateur groups. The National Theatre Director was happy to receive Mart in Plaut's 
compliment that the actors were putting 'heart and soul' into their performances . 

ONDUR 

Thank you very much. That's to our credit. Really, it is because theatre in Uganda 
really has got a deep root . Of course, i n the early days of the Protectorate, theatre 
- this particular theatre as you see it - was purely a theatre for the expatr iates. 
But as time came on , we invaded the theatre and we came into it with full force and 
now Uganda is really theatrically alive - you'd be surprised how much production goes 
on in this theatre - tiny as it may be, it's really lively . And from here, the groups 
ofup-countries. They invite us, those who have not got the opportunity to be booked 
in the theatre, they get the services as I said of the professionals i n the National 
Theatre, in terms of production, in terms of setting up groups. And then from here 
they go out and perform in various parts of the country. 
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PLAUT 

Has this whole theatrical experience really continued right throughout the di fficulties, 
r ight throughout the troubles Uganda has had? 

ONDUR 
~have often said, the theatre is the one place that we should have labelled ' Never 
close'. We have had all the trouble we have had in Uganda and the longest we have ever 
closed was during the last war . We closed for about three days only, but during all 
the other wars we've had , we've never closed. Because for one reason or another 
I can't really explain, I've no really good reason to say why theatre should have gone 
on . But what I say is people of Uganda love us and all throughout all these wars places 
have been bombarded , looted and damaged - but for one reason or the other, theatre has 
been left intact . Of course, in comparison to other places the damage theatre has had 
is almost minot and immediately we came up with a production. Even the soldiers , people 
who are returning, find theatre is the only place that still has the light burning. 
So, it's lively. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Leonard Ondur of Uganda's National Theatre talking to Martin Plaut in Kampala . For 
many years there were considerable difficulties in finding out what was happening in 
Guinea. In the last three years the country has become more open but I haven't heard 
much about the fate of the arts during those years of withdrawal from the world stage. 
Well, Conakry was one of three West Africa capitals that Malcolm McLeod has been 
visiting. He's Director of London ' s Museum of Mankind and as you'd imagine,his main 
interest was in their national museums . Welcome to 'Arts and Africa' . Now what did you 
discover when you got to Conakry? What state is their national museum ~in? 

MALCOLM MCLEOD 

Well, I thi nk it ' s fair to say the National Museum has been through a very difficult 
time . The staff in the museum are very enthusiastic; they have very clear plans of what 
they want to do and they're working towards developing the museum, re-displaying lots 
of the material, starting to carry out study and research again and try to fit the 
museum into national, cultural life. 

TETIEH-LARTEY 

Now when you talk about the difficulties, were you thinking in terms of finance here? 

MALCOLM MCLEOD 

I think finance is a problem for all museums - the British Museum, everyone ' s museum 
is always short of money for what it wants to do . Shortage of resources was one of 
the great difficulties and of course , the political system with what was called the 
'prograrrane of de-mystificatiorr where carvings and cultural artefacts of various sorts 
were taken away from villages at various stages, made life very difficult for people 
who were interested in masquerades, initiation rituals, the sort of materials which 
were used in that . 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

When you say these were taken from the villages, what exactly do you mean? 
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MCLEDD 

Wel l people were rather reserved about saying what exactl y happened, but in the process 
of tryi ng t o remove what t he previous leader of t he country felt were obsole t e or 
improper practices, many masks, many _;arvings were forcibl y removed from the villages, 
i n some cases they were never seen again. But t his has obviously made people in the 
country very sensi tive t o·:bhe idea that a museum is something wh ich seems t o deprive 
them ot t heir basic cul ture r2th2r than to preserve it for the nation. And the present 
museum staf f are very well aware of this as a probl em and are trying to make clear 
that they are actually trying to preserve the her i tage of Gui nea, not at t ack l ocal 
beliefs, local practices, local traditions in art. 

TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

Nevertheless, although some of these disappeared, some of these actually appeared in 
the museum, the artefacts? 

MCLEDD 

I am afraid I simply don't know about that because I wasn ' t able to look at all the 
records of the collections. 

TE'ITEH-LARTEY 

And you also went on to Guinea-Bissau. 

MCLEDD 

Guinea-Bissau, yes. Guinea-Bissau has a very small but very well-planned skeleton 
museum if I can use that work. They are attempting to develop a ~useum from the bottom, 
from training staff to very careful planning, they are beginning to make collecting 
and research visits to areas away from the capital. They are hoping later on this 
year to get a buildinginthecentre of Bissau where they can show to the people their 
collections and the sort of work they are doing . 

TETIEH-LARTEY 

Is the National Museum in the same financial difficulty as the one in Conakry? You say 
it 's just a skeleton at the moment. 

MCLEDD 

It's a skeleton. There's a very small number of staff, they have one building allocate, 
to their work, but they are using the small resources they ' ve got extremely wisely, 
extremely cleverly and I have great hopes also for their development . I was very, very 
impressed by this. 

TETIEH-LARTEY 

From there you went onto Bamako. 

MCLEDD 

Yes I was in Bamako. No, the museum in Bamako is an exceptional museum compared to 
any in the world. It has a very adventurous policy in many areas. Its displ ays are 
very good. It's doing displays of material which people feel are relevant to them, 
which many musewns all over the world don't do. For exampl e , they had a splendid set o 
urban textiles. Now one thing that everyone in West Africa knows about, and understand 
and is enthusiastic about is textiles. How do you dye, how do you weave, what's the 
quality of cloth? There 's a superb exhibition of te<tiles in the city, which is 
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something , you know, most museums tended to ignore as not important, or so commor.pl ace, 
it wasn't worth studying . They have a superb photographic, video and filming unit , 
which goes off into the countryside, films rituals , films masked dances, films 
installation ceremonies with the advice and the participation of those who are involved 
in those ceremonies. It then takes them back to the villages and says to the people, 
PHere is your ritual, do you think we ' ve portrayed it accurately?" So the museum is 
always feeding back into the culture of the country. Again, I was impressed by the 
high level of skill, the high level of enthusiasm of the staff there . It was very, 
very impressive in every way. 

TETTEH-LARTEY 

Maldolm McLeod , thank you for joining us . Next week , I'll be bringing you more news and 
views in 'Arts and Africa'. Until then this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying goodbye . 


